
 

 

 

 

 

School Bus Rules and Regulations 

 

1. Minimum bus size: 60 passenger 

2. Buses MUST remain stock, NO modification to suspension or bodies. Stripping of the interior to reduce 

vehicle weight weakens the structural integrity of the bus and may be grounds for disqualification 

(includes side floor, and/or roof). Removal of seats is optional, BUT bottom seat cushions MUST be 

removed. 

3. In an attempt to keep the bus division a competitive and affordable form of racing, motors and 

carburetors will remain stock. Motor modification will result in disqualification.  

4. Remove ALL glass, including windshield, external lights and mirror, and mirror brackets. Glass will be 

removed BEFORE bus arrives at track. NO broken glass permitted inside bus. 

5. Front entrance door (right side): door handle and linkage MUST be removed. Original door may be left 

in place, but MUST be securely latched. OPTION: door may be removed and opening partially enclosed 

(halfway up) using crossbars or solid metal. 

6. Driver area roll cage or roll bar is OPTIONAL, but highly recommended. If installed, MUST be done in a 

safe manner and securely mounted. Under NO circumstances can the roll cage/bar be mounted to the 

frame of the bus. MINIMUM 2” OD tubing with at least 1/8” wall thickness. Body must be secured to 

frame with bolts or U bolts, two places on each side. 

7. Racing seat and racing seat harness permitted and HIGHLY recommended. Driver’s seat mounting 

should be reinforced to bus body by using steel plate under the floor. Under NO circumstances can the 

driver seat or seat belt system be mounted to the frame of the bus. ONLY non-passive seat belts are 

allowed. 

8. Batteries MAY be moved inside of passenger compartment, but MUST be mounted in a safe and 

secure manner. 

9. Front bumper MAY be shortened for tire clearance, but may NOT be removed. Standard school bus 

tires ONLY. Front tires must be tubeless. No winter or deep tread tires on the right side. 

10. Helmet: Racing- style helmet or motorcycle helmet REQUIRED. Full-face shield style, helmet or goggles 

recommended. 

11. NO obscene words, phrases, or pictures will be tolerated on buses. 

12. NO locked rears. 

13. Radiator must stay in stock position. 

 

 

Note: This is intended to be a safe and enjoyable event. NO expressed and /or implied warranty or 

safety assurance shall result from publication, or compliance with these rules and regulations. These 

rules are subject to change, in the interest of safety. 
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